Representative Carol Ammons (D)
- HAPI Appropriations-Higher Education
- HCOT Counties & Townships
- HECO Economic Opportunity & Equity
- HENG Energy & Environment
- HHED Higher Education
- SHEE Ethics & Elections Committee
- SHEE-CFIN Campaign Finance Subcommittee

Representative Jaime M. Andrade, Jr. (D)
- HAPG Appropriations-General Service
- HCDA Cybersecurity, Data Analytics, & IT
- HEXC Executive
- HFIN Financial Institutions
- HHSV Human Services
- HHSV-PUBX Public Benefits Subcommittee
- HLBR Labor & Commerce
- HLBR-WAGE Wage Policy & Study Subcommittee

Representative Dagmara Avelar (D)
- HAPP Appropriations-Public Safety
- HCDA Cybersecurity, Data Analytics, & IT
- HHCA Health Care Availability & Access
- HJUA Judiciary - Civil
- HJUA-FLAW Family Law & Probate Subcommittee
- HSGA State Government Administration
- HTRR Transportation: Regulation, Roads

Representative Mark Batinick (R)
- HHCL Health Care Licenses
- HINS Insurance
- HITC International Trade & Commerce
- HPPN Personnel & Pensions (Republican Spokesperson)
- SIHR Immigration & Human Rights Committee

Representative Thomas M. Bennett (R)
- HAPE Approp-Elementary & Secondary Educ (Republican Spokesperson)
- HAPP Appropriations-Public Safety
- HCEC Child Care Access & Early Childhood
- HELM Elem Sec Ed: School Curric Policies
- SHPF Police & Fire Committee
- SHPF-LAWE Law Enforcement Subcommittee
### Representative Chris Bos (R)
- **HACW** Adoption & Child Welfare
- **HAPP** Appropriations-Public Safety
- **HJUC** Judiciary - Criminal
- **HMEH** Mental Health & Addiction
- **SHOU** Housing Committee
- **SHPF** Police & Fire Committee

### Representative Avery Bourne (R)
- **HAPE** Approp-Elementary & Secondary Educ
- **HCEC** Child Care Access & Early Childhood
- **HELM** Elem Sec Ed: School Curric Policies (Republican Spokesperson)
- **HELO** Elem Sec Ed: Adm., Lic. & Charter
- **HEXC** Executive
- **HRED** Redistricting Committee

### Representative Dan Brady (R)
- **HAPI** Appropriations-Higher Education
- **HEXC** Executive
- **HHED** Higher Education (Republican Spokesperson)
- **HINS** Insurance (Republican Spokesperson)
- **HINS-INSU** Insurance Review Subcommittee
- **HINS-SPIS** Special Issues (INS) Subcommittee
- **HRUL** Rules (Republican Spokesperson)

### Representative Kambium Buckner (D)
- **HEXC** Executive
- **HHED** Higher Education
- **HJUA** Judiciary - Civil
- **HJUA-COM** Commercial & Property Subcommittee
- **HJUC** Judiciary - Criminal
- **SHTO** Tourism Committee (Vice-Chairperson)

### Representative Kelly M. Burke (D)
- **HAPI** Appropriations-Higher Education
- **HHCL** Health Care Licenses (Vice-Chairperson)
- **HPPN** Personnel & Pensions (Vice-Chairperson)
- **HRED** Redistricting Committee
- **SHEE** Ethics & Elections Committee (Chairperson)
- **SHEE-CFIN** Campaign Finance Subcommittee (Sub-Chairperson)
- **SHEE-ELEC** Election Admin. & Ballot Access Sub (Sub-Chairperson)
- **SHEE-GTAC** Government Transparency & Accountab (Sub-Chairperson)
- **SHEE-LOBY** Lobbying Subcommittee (Sub-Chairperson)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Representative Tim Butler (R)</th>
<th>Representative Jonathan Carroll (D)</th>
<th>Representative Kelly M. Cassidy (D)</th>
<th>Representative Dan Caulkins (R)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HENG Energy &amp; Environment</td>
<td>HCON Consumer Protection (Chairperson)</td>
<td>HHNV Human Services</td>
<td>HCDA Cybersecurity, Data Analytics, &amp; IT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEXC Executive</td>
<td>HCON-FINA Financial Protection Subcommittee</td>
<td>HHNV-SPIS Special Issues (HS) Subcommittee</td>
<td>HENG Energy &amp; Environment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HMAC Museums, Arts, &amp; Cultural Enhancements</td>
<td>HCON-PROD Product Safety Subcommittee</td>
<td>HUCU Criminal Administration and Enforcement</td>
<td>HPDA Prescription Drug Affordability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HMAC-CITI Citizen Impact Subcommittee</td>
<td>HCOT Counties &amp; Townships (Vice-Chairperson)</td>
<td>HUJC Criminal Administration</td>
<td>HPUB-NGAS Natural Gas Subcommittee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HPUB Public Utilities</td>
<td>HEXC Executive</td>
<td>HUJC-CAES Criminal Administration and Enforce</td>
<td>SHOU Housing Committee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HPUB-TVID Telecom/Video Subcommittee</td>
<td>HNS Insurance</td>
<td>HUJC-FIRE Firearms and Firearm Safety Subcomm</td>
<td>SHRJ Restorative Justice Committee (Chairperson)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HRED Redistricting Committee (Republican Spokesperson)</td>
<td>HITS International Trade &amp; Commerce</td>
<td>HUJC-JJSI Juvenile Justice and System Involve</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HSGA State Government Administration</td>
<td>HUCU-CAES Criminal Administration and Enforce</td>
<td>HUJC-SOSO Sex Offenses and Sex Offender Reg.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HVES Transportation: Vehicles &amp; Safety (Republican Spokesperson)</td>
<td>HPUB Public Utilities</td>
<td>HUJC-SPCP Sentencing, Penalties and Criminal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HVES-TVSI Transportation Issues Subcommittee</td>
<td>SHOU Housing Committee</td>
<td>HPUB-NGAS Natural Gas Subcommittee</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHTO Tourism Committee</td>
<td>SHOU Housing Committee</td>
<td>SHOU Housing Committee</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SHRJ Restorative Justice Committee (Chairperson)</td>
<td>SHOU Housing Committee</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Representative Andrew S. Chesney (R)
- HAGC  Agriculture & Conservation
- HCIV  Cities & Villages (Republican Spokesperson)
- HCIV-LOCA  Local Government Subcommittee
- HCOT  Counties & Townships
- HLBR  Labor & Commerce
- HLBR-MIAS  Minority Impact Analysis Subcommit
- HREF  Revenue & Finance
- HREF-SATX  Sales, Amuse., & Other Taxes Sub
- SHOU  Housing Committee

Representative Lakesia Collins (D)
- HAPC  Appropriations-Public Safety
- HCEC  Child Care Access & Early Childhood (Vice-Chairperson)
- HHIS  Human Services
- HHIS-PUBX  Public Benefits Subcommittee
- HLBR  Labor & Commerce
- HLBR-WOR  Workforce Development Subcommittee
- SHOU  Housing Committee

Representative Deb Conroy (D)
- HELM  Elem Sec Ed: School Curric Policies
- HINS  Insurance
- HLBR  Labor & Commerce
- HMEH  Mental Health & Addiction (Chairperson)
- HMEH-ISSU  Special Issues Subcommittee (Sub-Chairperson)
- HPDA  Prescription Drug Affordability

Representative Terra Costa Howard (D)
- HACW  Adoption & Child Welfare (Vice-Chairperson)
- HAPE  Approp-Elementary & Secondary Educ
- HAPH  Appropriations-Human Services
- HAPH-ISSU  Special Issues (AP) Subcommittee
- HJUA  Judiciary - Civil
- HJUA-FLAW  Family Law & Probate Subcommittee (Sub-Chairperson)
- HMEH  Mental Health & Addiction
- HTO  Tourism Committee

Representative Fred Crespo (D)
- HAPC  Appropriations-General Service (Chairperson)
- HELM  Elem Sec Ed: School Curric Policies (Vice-Chairperson)
- HELO  Elem Sec Ed: Adm., Lic. & Charter (Vice-Chairperson)
- HPUB  Public Utilities
Representative Margaret Croke (D)

HAPG  Appropriations-General Service
HCEC  Child Care Access & Early Childhood
HFIN  Financial Institutions (Vice-Chairperson)
HFIN-FAIR  Fair Lending and Community Reinvest (Sub-Chairperson)
HREF  Revenue & Finance
HREF-PRTX  Property Tax Subcommittee
HTRR  Transportation: Regulation, Roads
HTRR-ROAD  Roadways, Rail & Aviation Subcommittee

Representative John C. D'Amico (D)

HLBR  Labor & Commerce
HTRR  Transportation: Regulation, Roads
HTRR-ROAD  Roadways, Rail & Aviation Subcommittee
HVES  Transportation: Vehicles & Safety (Chairperson)
HVES-TVSI  Transportation Issues Subcommittee (Sub-Chairperson)
HVET  Veterans' Affairs

Representative C.D. Davidsmeyer (R)

HAPH  Appropriations-Human Services
HAPP  Appropriations-Public Safety
HEXC  Executive
HFIN  Financial Institutions (Republican Spokesperson)
HPUB  Public Utilities
HPUB-SCEL  Small Cell Subcommittee

Representative William Davis (D)

HAPE  Approp-Elementary & Secondary Educ (Chairperson)
HAPP  Appropriations-Public Safety
HENG  Energy & Environment
HEXC  Executive (Vice-Chairperson)
HITC  International Trade & Commerce
HLBR  Labor & Commerce
HLBR-MIAS  Minority Impact Analysis Subcommittee

Representative Eva Dina Delgado (D)

HAPP  Appropriations-Public Safety
HCON  Consumer Protection
HCON-FINA  Financial Protection Subcommittee (Sub-Chairperson)
HELO  Elem Sec Ed: Adm., Lic. & Charter
HPUB  Public Utilities (Vice-Chairperson)
HPUB-NGAS  Natural Gas Subcommittee (Sub-Chairperson)
HVES  Transportation: Vehicles & Safety
Representative Anthony DeLuca (D)
HCDA  Cybersecurity, Data Analytics, & IT
HCIV Cities & Villages (Chairperson)
HCIV-LOCA Local Government Subcommittee (Sub-Chairperson)
HINS Insurance
HINS-INSU Insurance Review Subcommittee (Sub-Co-Chairperson)
HPDA Prescription Drug Affordability

Representative Tom Demmer (R)
HAPH Appropriations-Human Services (Republican Spokesperson)
HCDA Cybersecurity, Data Analytics, & IT
HHSV Human Services
HHSV-MEDI Medicaid Subcommittee
HPDA Prescription Drug Affordability (Republican Spokesperson)
HRUL Rules
SHEE Ethics & Elections Committee

Representative Daniel Didech (D)
HCOT Counties & Townships
HENG Energy & Environment (Vice-Chairperson)
HJUA Judiciary - Civil
HJUA-COM Commercial & Property Subcommittee (Sub-Chairperson)
SHEE Ethics & Elections Committee
SHOU Housing Committee

Representative Amy Elik (R)
HAPH Appropriations-Human Services
HELM Elem Sec Ed: School Curric Policies
HENG Energy & Environment
HLBR Labor & Commerce
HLBR-WOR Workforce Development Subcommittee
HREF Revenue & Finance
HREF-INTX Income Tax Subcommittee
HTRR Transportation: Regulation, Roads

Representative Marcus C. Evans, Jr. (D)
HAPH Appropriations-Human Services
HAPH-MEDI Medicaid & Managed Care Subcommittee
HEXC Executive
HHCA Health Care Availability & Access
HLBR Labor & Commerce (Chairperson)
HLBR-BUIN Business & Innovation Subcommittee (Sub-Chairperson)
HLBR-MIAS Minority Impact Analysis Subcommittee (Sub-Chairperson)
HLBR-WAGE Wage Policy & Study Subcommittee (Sub-Chairperson)
HLBR-WOR Workforce Development Subcommittee
HREF Revenue & Finance
HREF-INTX Income Tax Subcommittee (Sub-Chairperson)
SHEE Ethics & Elections Committee
Representative Mary E. Flowers (D)
HACW Adoption & Child Welfare
HCEC Child Care Access & Early Childhood
HHCA Health Care Availability & Access (Vice-Chairperson)
HHSV Human Services
HHSV-MEDI Medicaid Subcommittee
HMEH Mental Health & Addiction
HPDA Prescription Drug Affordability

Representative La Shawn K. Ford (D)
HAPI Appropriations-Higher Education (Chairperson)
HFIN Financial Institutions
HFIN-FAIR Fair Lending and Community Reinvest
HLBR Labor & Commerce
HPUB Public Utilities
SHRJ Restorative Justice Committee (Vice-Chairperson)

Representative Randy E. Frese (R)
HAPH Appropriations-Human Services
HHCL Health Care Licenses (Republican Spokesperson)
HMAC Museums, Arts, & Cultural Enhancement (Republican Spokesperson)
HMAC-IMPA Financial Impact Subcommittee
HVET Veterans' Affairs

Representative David Friess (R)
HAPP Appropriations-Public Safety
HCOT Counties & Townships
HELM Elem Sec Ed: School Curric Policies
HJUC Judiciary - Criminal
HPUB Public Utilities
HPUB-NGAS Natural Gas Subcommittee

Representative Robyn Gabel (D)
HAPH Appropriations-Human Services
HAPH-WAG Wages & Rates Subcommittee (Sub-Chairperson)
HENG Energy & Environment
HHSV Human Services
HHHSV-MEDI Medicaid Subcommittee (Sub-Chairperson)
HINS Insurance
HMAC Museums, Arts, & Cultural Enhancement
HMAC-IMPA Financial Impact Subcommittee
HSGA State Government Administration

Representative Jennifer Gong-Gershowitz (D)
HENG Energy & Environment
HJUA Judiciary - Civil (Chairperson)
HMEH Mental Health & Addiction
SIHR Immigration & Human Rights Committee (Chairperson)
Representative Edgar Gonzalez, Jr.  (D)
HCDA    Cybersecurity, Data Analytics, & IT (Vice-Chairperson)
HHED    Higher Education
HJUC    Judiciary - Criminal
SHEE    Ethics & Elections Committee
SHOU    Housing Committee

Representative Jehan Gordon-Booth  (D)
HAPH    Appropriations-Human Services
HAPH-ISSU Special Issues (AP) Subcommittee
HAPP    Appropriations-Public Safety
HEXC    Executive
HRED    Redistricting Committee
HRUL    Rules
SHRJ    Restorative Justice Committee

Representative Amy Grant  (R)
HACW    Adoption & Child Welfare
HHSV    Human Services
HHSV-SPIS Special Issues (HS) Subcommittee
HJUC    Judiciary - Criminal
HMAC    Museums, Arts, & Cultural Enhanceme
HMAC-CITI Citizen Impact Subcommittee
HMEH    Mental Health & Addiction

Representative LaToya Greenwood  (D)
HAGC    Agriculture & Conservation
HAPE    Approp-Elementary & Secondary Educ (Vice-Chairperson)
HAPH    Appropriations-Human Services
HCDA    Cybersecurity, Data Analytics, & IT
HHCA    Health Care Availability & Access (Chairperson)
HMAC    Museums, Arts, & Cultural Enhanceme
HMAC-CITI Citizen Impact Subcommittee
HPDA    Prescription Drug Affordability
HPUB    Public Utilities

Representative Angelica Guerrero-Cuellar  (D)
HAPG    Appropriations-General Service
HHCA    Health Care Availability & Access
HMEH    Mental Health & Addiction
HTRR    Transportation: Regulation, Roads
HVES    Transportation: Vehicles & Safety
SHPF    Police & Fire Committee
Representative Will Guzzardi (D)
HCDA  Cybersecurity, Data Analytics, & IT
HJUC  Judiciary - Criminal
HJUC-CAES  Criminal Administration and Enforce
HJUC-FIRE  Firearms and Firearm Safety Subcomm
HJUC-JJSI  Juvenile Justice and System Involve
HJUC-SOSO  Sex Offenses and Sex Offender Reg.
HJUC-SPCP  Sentencing, Penalties and Criminal
HPDA  Prescription Drug Affordability (Chairperson)
SHOU  Housing Committee (Chairperson)

Representative Jackie Haas (R)
HAPE  Approp-Elementary & Secondary Educ
HAPH  Appropriations-Human Services
HHCA  Health Care Availability & Access
HHSV  Human Services
HHSV-MEDI  Medicaid Subcommittee
HMEH  Mental Health & Addiction
HPDA  Prescription Drug Affordability
SIHR  Immigration & Human Rights Committe

Representative Brad Halbrook (R)
HAPG  Appropriations-General Service (Republican Spokesperson)
HCIV  Cities & Villages
HCOT  Counties & Townships (Republican Spokesperson)
SHOU  Housing Committee

Representative Michael Halpin (D)
HAGC  Agriculture & Conservation
HAPG  Appropriations-General Service
HPPN  Personnel & Pensions (Chairperson)
HVET  Veterans' Affairs (Vice-Chairperson)

Representative Norine K. Hammond (R)
HAPI  Appropriations-Higher Education
HCON  Consumer Protection (Republican Spokesperson)
HCON-FINA  Financial Protection Subcommittee
HCON-PROD  Product Safety Subcommittee
HHED  Higher Education
HHSV  Human Services (Republican Spokesperson)
HHSV-PUBX  Public Benefits Subcommittee
HPUB  Public Utilities
HPUB-TVID  Telecom/Video Subcommittee
Representative Sonya M. Harper (D)
HAGC  Agriculture & Conservation  (Chairperson)
HAPP  Appropriations-Public Safety
HECO  Economic Opportunity & Equity
HELM  Elem Sec Ed: School Curric Policies
HENG  Energy & Environment
HHCA  Health Care Availability & Access
HREF  Revenue & Finance
HREF-SATX  Sales, Amuse., & Other Taxes Sub

Representative Greg Harris (D)
HPPN  Personnel & Pensions
HRUL  Rules  (Chairperson)

Representative Barbara Hernandez (D)
HAPI  Appropriations-Higher Education
HCIV  Cities & Villages  (Vice-Chairperson)
HCIV-LOCA  Local Government Subcommittee
HENG  Energy & Environment
HITC  International Trade & Commerce
SHOU  Housing Committee

Representative Elizabeth Hernandez (D)
HAPE  Approp-Elementary & Secondary Educ
HAPI  Appropriations-Higher Education
HCON  Consumer Protection  (Vice-Chairperson)
HEXC  Executive
HRED  Redistricting Committee  (Chairperson)
HREF  Revenue & Finance
HREF-INTX  Income Tax Subcommittee
HRUL  Rules
SIHR  Immigration & Human Rights Committee

Representative Maura Hirschauer (D)
HAPE  Approp-Elementary & Secondary Educ
HCEC  Child Care Access & Early Childhood
HELM  Elem Sec Ed: School Curric Policies
HPDA  Prescription Drug Affordability
SHOU  Housing Committee

Representative Jay Hoffman (D)
HCIV  Cities & Villages
HUJA  Judiciary - Civil
HUJA-CIVI  Civil Procedure & Tort Liability
HLBR  Labor & Commerce
HLBR-BUIN  Business & Innovation Subcommittee
HPUB  Public Utilities
HPUB-WATR  Water Subcommittee  (Sub-Chairperson)
HRED  Redistricting Committee
Representative Frances Ann Hurley (D)
HCIV Cities & Villages
HELM Elem Sec Ed: School Curric Policies
HLBR Labor & Commerce
HLBR-WAGE Wage Policy & Study Subcommittee
HPUB Public Utilities
HPUB-NGAS Natural Gas Subcommittee
HPUB-TVID Telecom/Video Subcommittee
HVES Transportation: Vehicles & Safety
SHPF Police & Fire Committee (Chairperson)
SHPF-FIRE Firefighters and First Responders (Sub-Chairperson)
SHPF-LAWE Law Enforcement Subcommittee (Sub-Chairperson)

Representative Paul Jacobs (R)
HAPI Appropriations-Higher Education
HHCA Health Care Availability & Access
HHCL Health Care Licenses
HHELD Higher Education
SHTO Tourism Committee

Representative Thaddeus Jones (D)
HINS Insurance (Chairperson)
HINS-SPIS Special Issues (INS) Subcommittee (Sub-Chairperson)
HUJU Judiciary - Civil
HUA Family Law & Probate Subcommittee
HLBR Labor & Commerce
HLBR-MIAS Minority Impact Analysis Subcommittee
HLBR-WOR Workforce Development Subcommittee
HPDA Prescription Drug Affordability

Representative Jeff Keicher (R)
HAPI Appropriations-Higher Education (Republican Spokesperson)
HFIN Financial Institutions
HPUB Public Utilities
HPUB-WATR Water Subcommittee
HVES Transportation: Vehicles & Safety
SIHR Immigration & Human Rights Committee (Republican Spokesperson)

Representative Stephanie A. Kifowit (D)
HAPG Appropriations-General Service (Vice-Chairperson)
HPUB Public Utilities
HPUB-WATR Water Subcommittee
HREF Revenue & Finance
HREF-INTX Income Tax Subcommittee
HSGA State Government Administration (Chairperson)
HSGA-OPER Operations Subcommittee (Sub-Chairperson)
HSGA-PROC Procurement Subcommittee (Sub-Chairperson)
HVET Veterans' Affairs (Chairperson)
Representative Lindsey LaPointe (D)

HAPP Appropriations-Public Safety
HELM Elem Sec Ed: School Curric Policies
HHSV Human Services (Vice-Chairperson)
HHSV-PUBX Public Benefits Subcommittee (Sub-Chairperson)
SHOU Housing Committee
SHPF Police & Fire Committee

Representative Seth Lewis (R)

HAPH Appropriations-Human Services
HCON Consumer Protection
HITC International Trade & Commerce
HJUA Judiciary - Civil
HLBR Labor & Commerce
HLBR-WAGE Wage Policy & Study Subcommittee
HTRR Transportation: Regulation, Roads

Representative Camille Y. Lilly (D)

HAPH Appropriations-Human Services (Chairperson)
HAPH-WAG Wages & Rates Subcommittee
HAPP Appropriations-Public Safety (Vice-Chairperson)
HFIN Financial Institutions
HFIN-FAIR Fair Lending and Community Reinvest
HHCA Health Care Availability & Access
HINS Insurance
HLBR Labor & Commerce
HMAC Museums, Arts, & Cultural Enhanceme (Chairperson)
HMAC-IMPA Financial Impact Subcommittee (Sub-Chairperson)

Representative Mark Luft (R)

HAPG Appropriations-General Service
HCIV Cities & Villages
HECO Economic Opportunity & Equity
HPUB Public Utilities
HPUB-WATR Water Subcommittee
HREF Revenue & Finance
HREF-PRTX Property Tax Subcommittee
SHOU Housing Committee

Representative Theresa Mah (D)

HAPE Approp-Elementary & Secondary Educ
HHCL Health Care Licenses (Chairperson)
HITC International Trade & Commerce
HMAC Museums, Arts, & Cultural Enhanceme
HMAC-IMPA Financial Impact Subcommittee
HRED Redistricting Committee
SHOU Housing Committee
SHTO Tourism Committee
SIHR Immigration & Human Rights Committe
Representative Natalie A. Manley (D)
HELM Elem Sec Ed: School Curric Policies
HLBR Labor & Commerce
HLBR-BUIN Business & Innovation Subcommittee
HLBR-WOR Workforce Development Subcommittee
SHEE Ethics & Elections Committee
SHPF Police & Fire Committee

Representative Michael T. Marron (R)
HENG Energy & Environment
HHED Higher Education
HTRR Transportation: Regulation, Roads (Republican Spokesperson)
HTRR-ROAD Roadways, Rail & Aviation Subcommittee
SHOU Housing Committee
SHPF Police & Fire Committee (Republican Spokesperson)
SHPF-FIRE Firefighters and First Responders
SHPF-LAWE Law Enforcement Subcommittee

Representative Joyce Mason (D)
HAGC Agriculture & Conservation
HAPI Appropriations-Higher Education
HELM Elem Sec Ed: School Curric Policies
HENG Energy & Environment
HPDA Prescription Drug Affordability (Vice-Chairperson)
SHTO Tourism Committee

Representative Rita Mayfield (D)
HAPE Approp-Elementary & Secondary Educ
HAPH Appropriations-Human Services
HAPP Appropriations-Public Safety (Chairperson)
HCON Consumer Protection
HCON-PROD Product Safety Subcommittee (Sub-Chairperson)
HELM Elem Sec Ed: School Curric Policies
HENG Energy & Environment
HINS Insurance
HINS-SPIS Special Issues (INS) Subcommittee (Sub-Co-Chairperson)
SHPF Police & Fire Committee (Vice-Chairperson)
SHPF-FIRE Firefighters and First Responders
SHPF-LAWE Law Enforcement Subcommittee

Representative Deanne M. Mazzochi (R)
HAPI Appropriations-Higher Education
HCEC Child Care Access & Early Childhood
HUJA Judiciary - Civil (Republican Spokesperson)
HJUC Judiciary - Criminal
HLBR Labor & Commerce
HLBR-WOR Workforce Development Subcommittee
HPDA Prescription Drug Affordability
SHOU Housing Committee (Republican Spokesperson)
Representative Tony McCombie (R)
HELM Elem Sec Ed: School Curric Policies
HINS Insurance
HJUC Judiciary - Criminal
HIUC-CAES Criminal Administration and Enforce
HJUC-JJSI Juvenile Justice and System Involve
HJUC-SOSO Sex Offenses and Sex Offender Reg.
HPUB Public Utilities
HPUB-UTIL Utilities Subcommittee
SHIRJ Restorative Justice Committee (Republican Spokesperson)

Representative Martin McLaughlin (R)
HAPG Appropriations-General Service
HCDA Cybersecurity, Data Analytics, & IT
HJUA Judiciary - Civil
HPDA Prescription Drug Affordability
HREF Revenue & Finance
HREF-PRTX Property Tax Subcommittee
SHEE Ethics & Elections Committee

Representative Charles Meier (R)
HAGC Agriculture & Conservation (Republican Spokesperson)
HAPH Appropriations-Human Services
HENG Energy & Environment
HHSV Human Services
HHSV-SPIS Special Issues (HS) Subcommittee
HITC International Trade & Commerce (Republican Spokesperson)
HMEH Mental Health & Addiction

Representative Debbie Meyers-Martin (D)
HAPG Appropriations-General Service
HAPI Appropriations-Higher Education
HCIV Cities & Villages
HECO Economic Opportunity & Equity (Vice-Chairperson)
HTRR Transportation: Regulation, Roads

Representative Chris Miller (R)
HECO Economic Opportunity & Equity
HENG Energy & Environment
HITC International Trade & Commerce

Representative Anna Moeller (D)
HAPH Appropriations-Human Services (Vice-Chairperson)
HAPH-WAG Wages & Rates Subcommittee
HELO Elem Sec Ed: Adm., Lic. & Charter
HENG Energy & Environment
HHCL Health Care Licenses
HHSV Human Services (Chairperson)
HHHSV-SPIS Special Issues (HS) Subcommittee
HINS Insurance
Representative Bob Morgan  (D)
HAPH  Appropriations-Human Services
HCDA  Cybersecurity, Data Analytics, & IT
HENG  Energy & Environment
HHCL  Health Care Licenses
HHSV  Human Services
HHSV-MEDI  Medicaid Subcommittee
HINS  Insurance  (Vice-Chairperson)
HINS-INSU  Insurance Review Subcommittee  (Sub-Chairperson)

Representative Thomas Morrison  (R)
HELM  Elem Sec Ed: School Curric Policies
HELO  Elem Sec Ed: Adm., Lic. & Charter  (Republican Spokesperson)
HENG  Energy & Environment
HINS  Insurance
HPPN  Personnel & Pensions

Representative Martin J. Moylan  (D)
HCIV  Cities & Villages
HLBR  Labor & Commerce
HLBR-BUIN  Business & Innovation Subcommittee
HPUB  Public Utilities
HPUB-NGAS  Natural Gas Subcommittee
HTRR  Transportation: Regulation, Roads  (Chairperson)
HTRR-ROAD  Roadways, Rail & Aviation Subcommit  (Sub-Chairperson)
SHOU  Police & Fire Committee

Representative Mike Murphy  (R)
HAPG  Appropriations-General Service
HAPI  Appropriations-Higher Education
HFIN  Financial Institutions
HINS  Insurance
HSGA  State Government Administration
HVES  Transportation: Vehicles & Safety

Representative Michelle Mussman  (D)
HACW  Adoption & Child Welfare
HAPH  Appropriations-Human Services
HCEC  Child Care Access & Early Childhood
HELM  Elem Sec Ed: School Curric Policies  (Chairperson)
HENG  Energy & Environment
HMEH  Mental Health & Addiction  (Vice-Chairperson)
HMEH-ISSU  Special Issues Subcommittee
SHOU  Housing Committee
Representative Suzanne Ness  (D)
HAPG  Appropriations-General Service
HCOT  Counties & Townships
HENG  Energy & Environment
HHSV  Human Services
HHSP-SPIS  Special Issues (HS) Subcommittee
HSGA  State Government Administration
HTRR  Transportation: Regulation, Roads

Representative Adam Niemerg  (R)
HAPG  Appropriations-General Service
HCDA  Cybersecurity, Data Analytics, & IT
HHCA  Health Care Availability & Access
HINS  Insurance
HLBR  Labor & Commerce
HLBR-MIAS  Minority Impact Analysis Subcommittee
SHOU  Housing Committee

Representative Aaron M. Ortiz  (D)
HAPE  Approp-Elementary & Secondary Educ
HAPG  Appropriations-General Service
HAPH  Appropriations-Human Services
HAPH-MEDI  Medicaid & Managed Care Subcommittee
HLBR  Labor & Commerce
HMEH  Mental Health & Addiction
HVES  Transportation: Vehicles & Safety  (Vice-Chairperson)
HVES-TVSI  Transportation Issues Subcommittee

Representative Tim Ozinga  (R)
HAPP  Appropriations-Public Safety
HENG  Energy & Environment
HREF  Revenue & Finance
HREF-SATX  Sales, Amuse., & Other Taxes Sub
SHEE  Ethics & Elections Committee
SHOU  Housing Committee

Representative Delia C. Ramirez  (D)
HACW  Adoption & Child Welfare
HAPH  Appropriations-Human Services
HAPH-MEDI  Medicaid & Managed Care Subcommittee (Sub-Chairperson)
HELO  Elem Sec Ed: Adm., Lic. & Charter
HEXC  Executive
HJUC  Judiciary - Criminal
SHOU  Housing Committee (Vice-Chairperson)
Representative Steven Reick (R)
- HAPE: Approp-Elementary & Secondary Educ
- HELM: Elem Sec Ed: School Curric Policies
- HLBR: Labor & Commerce (Republican Spokesperson)
- HLBR-WAGE: Wage Policy & Study Subcommittee
- HREF: Revenue & Finance (Republican Spokesperson)

Representative Robert Rita (D)
- HCDA: Cybersecurity, Data Analytics, & IT
- HCIV: Cities & Villages
- HEXC: Executive (Chairperson)
- HPDA: Prescription Drug Affordability
- HREF: Revenue & Finance
- HREF-SATX: Sales, Amuse., & Other Taxes Sub (Sub-Chairperson)
- SHEE: Ethics & Elections Committee

Representative Lamont J. Robinson, Jr. (D)
- HAPH: Appropriations-Human Services
- HAPH-ISSU: Special Issues (AP) Subcommittee (Sub-Chairperson)
- HCDA: Cybersecurity, Data Analytics, & IT (Chairperson)
- HHCA: Health Care Availability & Access
- HPDA: Prescription Drug Affordability
- HPUB: Public Utilities
- HPUB-TVID: Telecom/Video Subcommittee
- SHTO: Tourism Committee (Chairperson)

Representative Sue Scherer (D)
- HAPE: Approp-Elementary & Secondary Educ
- HELO: Elem Sec Ed: Adm., Lic. & Charter (Chairperson)
- HHED: Higher Education
- HMAC: Museums, Arts, & Cultural Enhanceme (Vice-Chairperson)
- HMAC-CITI: Citizen Impact Subcommittee (Sub-Chairperson)

Representative Dave Severin (R)
- HAPE: Approp-Elementary & Secondary Educ
- HELM: Elem Sec Ed: School Curric Policies
- HJUC: Judiciary - Criminal (Republican Spokesperson)
- HJUC-CAES: Criminal Administration and Enforce
- HJUC-FIRE: Firearms and Firearm Safety Subcomm
- HJUC-JJSI: Juvenile Justice and System Involve
- HJUC-SOSO: Sex Offenses and Sex Offender Reg.
- HJUC-SPCP: Sentencing, Penalties and Criminal
- HMEH: Mental Health & Addiction (Republican Spokesperson)
- HRED: Redistricting Committee
- SHTO: Tourism Committee (Republican Spokesperson)
### Representative Justin Slaughter (D)
- **HAPI**: Appropriations-Higher Education
- **HITC**: International Trade & Commerce
- **HJUC**: Judiciary - Criminal (Chairperson)
- **HJUC-CAES**: Criminal Administration and Enforce (Sub-Chairperson)
- **HJUC-FIRE**: Firearms and Firearm Safety Subcomm (Sub-Chairperson)
- **HJUC-JJSI**: Juvenile Justice and System Involve (Sub-Chairperson)
- **HJUC-SOSO**: Sex Offenses and Sex Offender Reg. (Sub-Chairperson)
- **HJUC-SPCP**: Sentencing, Penalties and Criminal (Sub-Chairperson)

### Representative Nicholas K. Smith (D)
- **HAPI**: Appropriations-Higher Education (Vice-Chairperson)
- **HECO**: Economic Opportunity & Equity (Chairperson)
- **HENG**: Energy & Environment
- **HINS**: Insurance
- **HITC**: International Trade & Commerce (Vice-Chairperson)

### Representative Keith P. Sommer (R)
- **HACW**: Adoption & Child Welfare (Republican Spokesperson)
- **HECO**: Economic Opportunity & Equity (Republican Spokesperson)
- **HINS**: Insurance
- **HITC**: International Trade & Commerce

### Representative Joe Sosnowski (R)
- **HCEC**: Child Care Access & Early Childhood (Republican Spokesperson)
- **HCIV**: Cities & Villages
- **HELO**: Elem Sec Ed: Adm., Lic. & Charter
- **HREF**: Revenue & Finance
- **HREF-INTX**: Income Tax Subcommittee
- **HSGA**: State Government Administration (Republican Spokesperson)

### Representative Ryan Spain (R)
- **HAPH**: Appropriations-Human Services
- **HEXC**: Executive
- **HFIN**: Financial Institutions
- **HLBR**: Labor & Commerce
- **HLBR-BUIN**: Business & Innovation Subcommittee
- **HPDA**: Prescription Drug Affordability
- **HRED**: Redistricting Committee
- **SHEE**: Ethics & Elections Committee (Republican Spokesperson)
- **SHTO**: Tourism Committee
Representative Anne Stava-Murray (D)
HAPE  Approp-Elementary & Secondary Educ
HAPH  Appropriations-Human Services
HJUC  Judiciary - Criminal
HMAC  Museums, Arts, & Cultural Enhancement
HMAC-CITI  Citizen Impact Subcommittee
SHOU  Housing Committee
SIHR  Immigration & Human Rights Committee (Vice-Chairperson)

Representative Bradley Stephens (R)
HCDA  Cybersecurity, Data Analytics, & IT
HCIV  Cities & Villages
HLBR  Labor & Commerce
HLBR-BUIN  Business & Innovation Subcommittee
HLBR-MIAS  Minority Impact Analysis Subcommittee
HMAC  Museums, Arts, & Cultural Enhancement
HMAC-IMPA  Financial Impact Subcommittee
HTRR  Transportation: Regulation, Roads
SHOU  Housing Committee
SHPF  Police & Fire Committee

Representative Denyse Wang Stoneback (D)
HAPP  Appropriations-Public Safety
HIUC  Judiciary - Criminal
HMEH  Mental Health & Addiction
SHOU  Housing Committee
SIHR  Immigration & Human Rights Committee

Representative Katie Stuart (D)
HAPI  Appropriations-Higher Education
HELM  Elem Sec Ed: School Curric Policies
HHED  Higher Education (Chairperson)
HMEH  Mental Health & Addiction
SHEE  Ethics & Elections Committee (Vice-Chairperson)
SHEE-ELEC  Election Admin. & Ballot Access Sub
SHPF  Police & Fire Committee
SHPF-FIRE  Firefighters and First Responders

Representative Daniel Swanson (R)
HAGC  Agriculture & Conservation
HAPP  Appropriations-Public Safety (Republican Spokesperson)
HELM  Elem Sec Ed: School Curric Policies
HMEH  Mental Health & Addiction
HVET  Veterans' Affairs (Republican Spokesperson)
SHPF  Police & Fire Committee
SHPF-FIRE  Firefighters and First Responders
Representative Curtis J. Tarver, II (D)
HENG   Energy & Environment
HJUA   Judiciary - Civil (Vice-Chairperson)
HJUA-CIVI Civil Procedure & Tort Liability (Sub-Chairperson)
HRED   Redistricting Committee (Vice-Chairperson)
HREF   Revenue & Finance (Vice-Chairperson)
HREF-INTX Income Tax Subcommittee
HREF-PRTX Property Tax Subcommittee

Representative Dan Ugaste (R)
HENG   Energy & Environment
HJUA   Judiciary - Civil
HLBR   Labor & Commerce
HLBR-WOR Workforce Development Subcommittee
HTRR   Transportation: Regulation, Roads
HTRR-ROAD Roadways, Rail & Aviation Subcommittee
SHPF   Police & Fire Committee

Representative Dave Vella (D)
HAPP   Appropriations-Public Safety
HCEC   Child Care Access & Early Childhood
HELM   Elem Sec Ed: School Curric Policies
HJUC   Judiciary - Criminal
HPUB   Public Utilities
HPUB-SCEL Small Cell Subcommittee
SHPF   Police & Fire Committee
SHPF-LAWE Law Enforcement Subcommittee

Representative Mark L. Walker (D)
HECO   Economic Opportunity & Equity
HFIN   Financial Institutions (Chairperson)
HINS   Insurance
HITC   International Trade & Commerce (Chairperson)
HREF   Revenue & Finance
HREF-SATX Sales, Amuse., & Other Taxes Subcommittee

Representative Lawrence Walsh, Jr. (D)
HCOT   Counties & Townships
HENG   Energy & Environment
HHCL   Health Care Licenses
HPDA   Prescription Drug Affordability
HPUB   Public Utilities (Chairperson)
HPUB-SCEL Small Cell Subcommittee (Sub-Chairperson)
HPUB-TVID Telecom/Video Subcommittee (Sub-Chairperson)
SHPF   Police & Fire Committee
### Representative Tom Weber  (R)
- HAPG  Appropriations-General Service
- HCOT  Counties & Townships
- HHCA  Health Care Availability & Access
- HSV  Human Services
- HSV-PUBX  Public Benefits Subcommittee
- SHEE  Ethics & Elections Committee

### Representative David A. Welter  (R)
- HAPP  Appropriations-Public Safety
- HENG  Energy & Environment (Republican Spokesperson)
- HHCA  Health Care Availability & Access (Republican Spokesperson)
- HJUA  Judiciary - Civil
- HPUB  Public Utilities
- HPUB-UTIL  Utilities Subcommittee

### Representative Maurice A. West, II  (D)
- HHED  Higher Education (Vice-Chairperson)
- HJUC  Judiciary - Criminal
- HJUC-CAES  Criminal Administration and Enforce
- HJUC-FIRE  Firearms and Firearm Safety Subcomm
- HJUC-JJSI  Juvenile Justice and System Involve
- HJUC-SOSO  Sex Offenses and Sex Offender Reg.
- HJUC-SPCP  Sentencing, Penalties and Criminal
- HMEH  Mental Health & Addiction
- HMEH-ISSU  Special Issues Subcommittee
- HPUB  Public Utilities
- HPUB-UTIL  Utilities Subcommittee
- HREF  Revenue & Finance
- HREF-PRTX  Property Tax Subcommittee
- SHRJ  Restorative Justice Committee

### Representative Keith R. Wheeler  (R)
- HCDA  Cybersecurity, Data Analytics, & IT (Republican Spokesperson)
- HEXEC  Executive (Republican Spokesperson)
- HLBR  Labor & Commerce
- HLBR-BUIN  Business & Innovation Subcommittee
- HPDA  Prescription Drug Affordability
- HPUB  Public Utilities (Republican Spokesperson)
- HPUB-SCEL  Small Cell Subcommittee

### Representative Blaine Wilhour  (R)
- HAPE  Approp-Elementary & Secondary Educ
- HENG  Energy & Environment
- HLBR  Labor & Commerce
- HLBR-WAGE  Wage Policy & Study Subcommittee
- HPDA  Prescription Drug Affordability
- HPPN  Personnel & Pensions
- HVES  Transportation: Vehicles & Safety
- SHEE  Ethics & Elections Committee
Representative Ann M. Williams (D)
    HENG  Energy & Environment (Chairperson)
    HJUA  Judiciary - Civil
    HJUA-CIVI  Civil Procedure & Tort Liability
    HJUA-COM  Commercial & Property Subcommittee
    SHEE  Ethics & Elections Committee
    SHEE-LOBY  Lobbying Subcommittee
    SHTO  Tourism Committee

Representative Jawaharial Williams (D)
    HFIN  Financial Institutions
    HLBR  Labor & Commerce
    HPUB  Public Utilities
    HPUB-UTIL  Utilities Subcommittee
    HTRR  Transportation: Regulation, Roads (Vice-Chairperson)
    HVES  Transportation: Vehicles & Safety

Representative Kathleen Willis (D)
    HACW  Adoption & Child Welfare (Chairperson)
    HAPH  Appropriations-Human Services
    HCEC  Child Care Access & Early Childhood (Chairperson)
    HCOT  Counties & Townships
    HELM  Elem Sec Ed: School Curric Policies
    HJUC  Judiciary - Criminal
    HLBR  Labor & Commerce (Vice-Chairperson)
    HLBR-MIAS  Minority Impact Analysis Subcommitt
    HLBR-WAGE  Wage Policy & Study Subcommittee

Representative Patrick Windhorst (R)
    HAPH  Appropriations-Human Services
    HJUA  Judiciary - Civil
    HJUC  Judiciary - Criminal
    HJUC-FIRE  Firearms and Firearm Safety Subcomm
    HJUC-SPCP  Sentencing, Penalties and Criminal
    SHEE  Ethics & Elections Committee
    SHRJ  Restorative Justice Committee

Representative Janet Yang Rohr (D)
    HAPG  Appropriations-General Service
    HELM  Elem Sec Ed: School Curric Policies
    HFIN  Financial Institutions
    HINS  Insurance
    HPPN  Personnel & Pensions
### Representative Lance Yednock (D)
- **HAGC**: Agriculture & Conservation (Vice-Chairperson)
- **HLBR**: Labor & Commerce
- **HPUB**: Public Utilities
- **HPUB-SCEL**: Small Cell Subcommittee
- **HPUB-UTIL**: Utilities Subcommittee (Sub-Chairperson)
- **HVES**: Transportation: Vehicles & Safety
- **HVET**: Veterans' Affairs

### Representative Sam Yingling (D)
- **HCOT**: Counties & Townships (Chairperson)
- **HENG**: Energy & Environment
- **HITC**: International Trade & Commerce
- **HREF**: Revenue & Finance
- **HREF-PRTX**: Property Tax Subcommittee (Sub-Chairperson)
- **SHEE**: Ethics & Elections Committee
- **SHOU**: Housing Committee

### Representative Michael J. Zalewski (D)
- **HJUC**: Judiciary - Criminal
- **HPPN**: Personnel & Pensions
- **HREF**: Revenue & Finance (Chairperson)
- **HREF-SATX**: Sales, Amuse., & Other Taxes Sub
- **SHEE**: Ethics & Elections Committee
- **SHEE-GTAC**: Government Transparency & Accountab
Senator Neil Anderson (R)
SCCL  Criminal Law
SCCL-SCCC  Criminal Law- Clear Compliance
SCOM  Commerce
SENE  Energy and Public Utilities
SLIC  Licensed Activities (Minority Spokesperson)
SPUB  Public Safety (Minority Spokesperson)
SRED-SRNI  Redistricting- Northern Illinois
STRN  Transportation

Senator Omar Aquino (D)
SAPP  Appropriations
SAPP-SAGS  App- General Services (Sub-Chair)
SCHE  Higher Education
SENE  Energy and Public Utilities
SESE  Education
SEXA  Executive Appointments
SEXc  Executive
SEXc-SEOE  Executive- Elections (Sub-Vice-Chair)
SEXc-SEOP  Executive- Procurement (Sub-Chair)
SHUM  Human Rights
SRED  Redistricting (Chair)
SRED-SRNW  Redistricting- Chicago Northwest

Senator Darren Bailey (R)
SAGR  Agriculture (Minority Spokesperson)
SAPP-SAAE  App- Agriculture, Envir. & Energy
SAPP-SAHE  App- Higher Education
SAPP-SAHS  App-Human Services
SAPP-SAPP  App- Personnel and Procurement
SCHE  Higher Education
SENE  Energy and Public Utilities
SESE  Education
SHEA  Health
SHEA-SHPH  Subcommittee on Public Health
SLAB  Labor
SRED-SRSE  Redistricting- E Central & SE IL

Senator Jason A. Barickman (R)
SCOa  Assignments
SENE  Energy and Public Utilities
SEXc  Executive (Minority Spokesperson)
SEXc-SEOc  Executive- Cannabis
SEXc-SEOe  Executive- Elections
SJUD  Judiciary
SJUD-SJBE  Judiciary- Business Entities
SJUD-SJPR  Judiciary- Privacy
SLAB  Labor
SRED  Redistricting (Minority Spokesperson)
SRED-SRCS  Redistricting- Chicago South (Sub-Minority Spokesperson)
SRED-SRSE  Redistricting- E Central & SE IL (Sub-Minority Spokesperson)
Senator Christopher Belt (D)
  SAPP-SAED  App-Education (Sub-Chair)
  SCCL  Criminal Law
  SENE  Energy and Public Utilities
  SESE  Education (Chair)
  SINS  Insurance
  SLAB  Labor
  SSCI  Licensed Activities
  SRED-SRSI  Redistricting- Southern Illinois (Sub-Vice-Chair)
  SRED-SRSW  Redistricting- Southwestern IL (Sub-Chair)
  STRN  Transportation

Senator Scott M. Bennett (D)
  SAGR  Agriculture
  SAPP-SAHE  App- Higher Education (Sub-Chair)
  SCHE  Higher Education (Chair)
  SEXA  Executive Appointments
  SGOA  State Government (Vice-Chair)
  SJUD  Judiciary
  SJUD-SJBE  Judiciary- Business Entities (Sub-Vice-Chair)
  SJUD-SJPR  Judiciary- Privacy (Sub-Chair)
  SLAB  Labor
  SLAB-SLUI  Unemployment Insurance (Sub-Chair)
  SRED  Redistricting
  SRED-SRSE  Redistricting- E Central & SE IL (Sub-Chair)
  SRED-SRSI  Redistricting- Southern Illinois
  SRED-SRWC  Redistricting- West Central IL (Sub-Vice-Chair)

Senator Terri Bryant (R)
  SAGR  Agriculture
  SBMH  Behavioral and Mental Health (Minority Spokesperson)
  SESE  Education
  SETH  Ethics
  SEXA  Executive Appointments
  SHEA  Health
  SHEA-SHCF  Subcommittee on Children & Family
  SHEA-SHLT  Sub. on Long-Term Care & Aging
  SRED-SRSI  Redistricting- Southern Illinois
  STOU  Tourism and Hospitality

Senator Melinda Bush (D)
  SAPP-SAGI  App-Government Infrastructure (Sub-Vice-Chair)
  SAPP-SBRL  App- Business Regulations and Labor
  SESE  Education
  SLAB  Labor
  SNVR  Environment and Conservation (Chair)
  SRED-SRLM  Redistricting- Lake & McHenry (Sub-Vice-Chair)
  SREV  Revenue
  SREV-SRCD  Credits, Deductions, and Exemptions (Sub-Chair)
  SREV-SRSI  Revenue- Special Issues
  STRN  Transportation (Vice-Chair)
Senator Cristina Castro (D)
SAPP-SARF  App- Revenue and Finance (Sub-Vice-Chair)
SAPP-SBRL  App- Business Regulations and Labor
SCOM  Commerce
SENE  Energy and Public Utilities
SEXC  Executive (Chair)
SEXC-SEOC  Executive- Cannabis (Sub-Chair)
SHAA  Healthcare Access and Availability
SINS  Insurance
SLAB  Labor
SRED  Redistricting
SRED-SDKK  Redistricting- Kane & Kendall

Senator Jacqueline Y. Collins (D)
SAPP-SAGI  App-Government Infrastructure
SAPP-SAJU  App-Judiciary (Sub-Vice-Chair)
SCCL  Criminal Law
SFIC  Financial Institutions (Vice-Chair)
SRED-SRCS  Redistricting- Chicago South (Sub-Vice-Chair)
STRN  Transportation

Senator John Connor (D)
SAPP-SACJ  App- Criminal Justice
SAPP-SASL  App- State Law Enforcement (Sub-Chair)
SCCL  Criminal Law (Chair)
SCCL-SCCC  Criminal Law- Clear Compliance
SCCL-SCJC  Criminal Law- Juvenile Court (Sub-Chair)
SCCL-SCPS  Problem- Solving Courts (Sub-Chair)
SCCL-SCSE  Sealing and Expungement (Sub-Chair)
SCCL-SCSI  Criminal Law- Special Issues (Sub-Chair)
SFIC  Financial Institutions
SHAA  Healthcare Access and Availability
SHUM  Human Rights
SJUD  Judiciary (Vice-Chair)
SJUD-SJBE  Judiciary- Business Entities (Sub-Chair)
SPEN  Pensions
SRED-SDKW  Redistricting- Kankakee & Will (Sub-Vice-Chair)

Senator Rachelle Crowe (D)
SAPP-SAJU  App-Judiciary (Sub-Chair)
SJUD  Judiciary (Chair)
SLAB  Labor
SLAB-SLUI  Unemployment Insurance (Sub-Chair)
SLJC  Licensed Activities
SRED-SRSI  Redistricting- Southern Illinois (Sub-Chair)
SRED-SRSW  Redistricting- Southwestern IL (Sub-Vice-Chair)
STOU  Tourism and Hospitality (Vice-Chair)
SVET  Veterans Affairs
Senator Thomas Cullerton (D)
SAPP-SAVA App- Veterans Affairs (Sub-Chair)
SENSE Energy and Public Utilities
SGOA State Government
SINS Insurance
SRED-SRDC Redistricting- DuPage County
STRN Transportation
SVET Veterans Affairs (Chair)

Senator Bill Cunningham (D)
SAGR Agriculture
SAPP Appropriations (Vice-Chair)
SAPP-SAAE App- Agriculture, Envir. & Energy
SAPP-SAHE App- Higher Education
SCHE Higher Education
SCOA Assignments (Vice-Chair)
SENE Energy and Public Utilities
SETH Ethics
SEXAX Executive Appointments
SEXC Executive (Vice-Chair)
SEXC-SELI Executive- Liquor
SEXC-SESF Executive- Gaming (Sub-Chair)
SRED Redistricting
SRED-SRCS Redistricting- Chicago South

Senator John F. Curran (R)
SAPP Appropriations
SAPP-SAAE App- Agriculture, Envir. & Energy
SAPP-SAHA App-Health (Sub-Minority Spokesperson)
SAPP-SAHS App-Human Services (Sub-Minority Spokesperson)
SCHE Higher Education
SCOA Assignments (Minority Spokesperson)
SETH Ethics (Minority Spokesperson)
SHAA Healthcare Access and Availability
SHEA Health
SHEA-SHMD Subcommittee on Medicaid
SINS Insurance
SLIC Licensed Activities
SRED-SDKW Redistricting- Kankakee & Will
SRED-SRDC Redistricting- DuPage County (Sub-Minority Spokesperson)
SRED-SRSC Redistricting- South Cook County (Sub-Minority Spokesperson)
SRED-SRWW Redistricting- Chi. West and W Cook
Senator Donald P. DeWitte (R)
SAPP  Appropriations
SAPP-SAEM App-Emergency Management (Sub-Minority Spokesperson)
SAPP-SAGI App-Government Infrastructure (Sub-Minority Spokesperson)
SAPP-SAPP App- Personnel and Procurement (Sub-Minority Spokesperson)
SAPP-SARF App- Revenue and Finance (Sub-Minority Spokesperson)
SBMH  Behavioral and Mental Health
SCOM  Commerce
SEXC  Executive
SEXC-SEOC Executive- Cannabis
SEXC-SEOP Executive- Procurement
SEXC-SESI Executive- Special Issues
SLGV  Local Government
SPEN  Pensions
SRED-SDKK Redistricting- Kane & Kendall (Sub-Minority Spokesperson)
SRED-SRCS Redistricting- Chicago South
SRED-SRDC Redistricting- DuPage County
SRED-SRNC Redistricting- Northwest Cook
SREV  Revenue (Minority Spokesperson)
SREV-SRSI Revenue- Special Issues
STRN  Transportation (Minority Spokesperson)

Senator Laura Ellman (D)
SAGR  Agriculture
SAPP-SARF App- Revenue and Finance (Sub-Chair)
SCHE  Higher Education
SENE  Energy and Public Utilities (Vice-Chair)
SFIC  Financial Institutions (Chair)
SRED-SRDC Redistricting- DuPage County (Sub-Vice-Chair)
STRN  Transportation

Senator Sara Feigenholtz (D)
SAPP-SAHS App-Human Services (Sub-Chair)
SAPP-SBRL App- Business Regulations and Labor
SBMH  Behavioral and Mental Health
SHEA  Health
SHEA-SHCF Subcommittee on Children & Family
SHEA-SHMD Subcommittee on Medicaid
SINS  Insurance
SLIC  Licensed Activities
SPEN  Pensions (Vice-Chair)
SRED-SRCN Redistricting- Chicago North (Sub-Chair)
STOU  Tourism and Hospitality (Chair)
Senator Laura Fine  (D)
SAPP-SAHS  App-Human Services  (Sub-Vice-Chair)
SBMH  Behavioral and Mental Health  (Chair)
SHAA  Healthcare Access and Availability
SHEA  Health
SHEA-SHMD  Subcommittee on Medicaid
SHEA-SMCO  Sub. on Managed Care Organizations  (Sub-Chair)
SINS  Insurance
SNVR  Environment and Conservation
SRED-SRNC  Redistricting- Northwest Cook  (Sub-Vice-Chair)

Senator Dale Fowler  (R)
SCHH  Higher Education  (Minority Spokesperson)
SCOM  Commerce  (Minority Spokesperson)
SENE  Energy and Public Utilities
SESE  Education
SRED-SRSI  Redistricting- Southern Illinois
SREV  Revenue
STRN  Transportation

Senator Ann Gillespie  (D)
SAPP-SACO  App-Constitutional Offices  (Sub-Vice-Chair)
SAPP-SAHA  App-Health
SCOM  Commerce
SETH  Ethics  (Chair)
SHEA  Health
SHEA-SHMD  Subcommittee on Medicaid  (Sub-Chair)
SHEA-SHSI  Subcommittee on Special Issues (H)
SHEA-SMCO  Sub. on Managed Care Organizations
SINS  Insurance
SLGV  Local Government
SRED-SRNC  Redistricting- Northwest Cook  (Sub-Chair)

Senator Suzy Glowiak Hilton  (D)
SAPP-SACJ  App- Criminal Justice  (Sub-Vice-Chair)
SCOM  Commerce  (Chair)
SETH  Ethics
SLIC  Licensed Activities  (Vice-Chair)
SRED-SRDC  Redistricting- DuPage County  (Sub-Chair)
STOU  Tourism and Hospitality
STRN  Transportation

Senator Don Harmon  (D)
SEXC  Executive
SEXC-SFIR  Executive- Firearms  (Sub-Chair)
SRED-SRWW  Redistricting- Chi. West and W Cook
Senator Napoleon Harris, III (D)
SAPP  Appropriations
SAPP-SAGI  App-Government Infrastructure
SAPP-SAPP  App-Personnel and Procurement (Sub-Chair)
SAPP-SARF  App-Revenue and Finance
SCOM  Commerce (Vice-Chair)
SENE  Energy and Public Utilities
SEXC  Executive
SEXC-SEOC  Executive- Cannabis (Sub-Vice-Chair)
SEXC-STOB  Executive- Tobacco (Sub-Chair)
SHEA  Health
SHEA-SHPH  Subcommittee on Public Health
SINS  Insurance (Chair)
SPEN  Pensions
SRED-SRSC  Redistricting- South Cook County (Sub-Chair)

Senator Michael E. Hastings (D)
SAPP-SAAE  App-Agriculture, Envir. & Energy (Sub-Vice-Chair)
SAPP-SAHE  App-Higher Education
SENE  Energy and Public Utilities (Chair)
SESE  Education
SEXC  Executive
SEXC-SECO  Executive-Consolidation (Sub-Chair)
SINS  Insurance
SJUD  Judiciary
SJUD-SJPL  Judiciary- Property Law (Sub-Chair)
SRED-SRSC  Redistricting- South Cook County (Sub-Vice-Chair)

Senator Linda Holmes (D)
SAGR  Agriculture
SAPP  Appropriations
SAPP-SBRL  App-Business Regulations and Labor (Sub-Chair)
SEXC  Executive
SEXC-SECO  Executive-Consolidation
SLAB  Labor (Chair)
SLGV  Local Government
SRED-SDKK  Redistricting- Kane & Kendall (Sub-Chair)
SRED-SRNI  Redistricting- Northern Illinois (Sub-Vice-Chair)
Senator Mattie Hunter  (D)
- SAPP  Appropriations
- SAPP-SACJ  App- Criminal Justice (Sub-Chair)
- SAPP-SAHA  App-Health
- SBMH  Behavioral and Mental Health
- SENE  Energy and Public Utilities
- SETH  Ethics (Vice-Chair)
- SEXA  Executive Appointments (Vice-Chair)
- SEXC  Executive
- SEXC-SEOP  Executive- Procurement (Sub-Vice-Chair)
- SEXC-SESG  Executive- Gaming (Sub-Vice-Chair)
- SEXC-SESI  Executive- Special Issues (Sub-Chair)
- SHAA  Healthcare Access and Availability
- SRED  Redistricting
- SRED-SRCS  Redistricting- Chicago South
- SREV  Revenue (Chair)
- STRN  Transportation

Senator Adriane Johnson  (D)
- SAPP-SAAE  App- Agriculture, Envir. & Energy
- SAPP-SAHS  App-Human Services (Sub-Vice-Chair)
- SBMH  Behavioral and Mental Health
- SCOM  Commerce
- SETH  Ethics
- SNVR  Environment and Conservation (Vice-Chair)
- SPUB  Public Safety
- SRED-SRLM  Redistricting- Lake & McHenry (Sub-Vice-Chair)
- STRN  Transportation

Senator Emil Jones, III  (D)
- SAPP-SBRL  App- Business Regulations and Labor (Sub-Vice-Chair)
- SENE  Energy and Public Utilities
- SFIC  Financial Institutions
- SLIC  Licensed Activities (Chair)
- SPUB  Public Safety (Vice-Chair)
- SRED  Redistricting
- SRED-SRCS  Redistricting- Chicago South
- STRN  Transportation

Senator Patrick J. Joyce  (D)
- SAGR  Agriculture (Chair)
- SAPP-SAAE  App- Agriculture, Envir. & Energy (Sub-Vice-Chair)
- SENE  Energy and Public Utilities
- SHEA  Health (Vice-Chair)
- SHEA-SHLT  Sub. on Long-Term Care & Aging (Sub-Chair)
- SLAB  Labor
- SLGV  Local Government
- SRED-SDKW  Redistricting- Kankakee & Will (Sub-Chair)
Senator David Koehler  (D)
SAGR  Agriculture  (Vice-Chair)
SAPP  Appropriations
SAPP-SAAE  App- Agriculture, Envir. & Energy  (Sub-Chair)
SAPP-SAHA  App-Health
SENE  Energy and Public Utilities
SESE  Education
SHEA  Health
SHEA-SHPH  Subcommittee on Public Health  (Sub-Chair)
SHEA-SMCO  Sub. on Managed Care Organizations
SLAB  Labor
SLAB-SLSI  Labor- Special Issues  (Sub-Chair)
SRED-SRNI  Redistricting- Northern Illinois  (Sub-Vice-Chair)
SRED-SRSE  Redistricting- E Central & SE IL  (Sub-Vice-Chair)
SRED-SRWC  Redistricting- West Central IL  (Sub-Chair)

Senator Steven M. Landek  (D)
SAPP-SAVA  App- Veterans Affairs  (Sub-Vice-Chair)
SETH  Ethics
SGOA  State Government  (Chair)
SINS  Insurance
SLGV  Local Government
SRED-SRSC  Redistricting- South Cook County

Senator Kimberly A. Lightford  (D)
SAPP-SAED  App-Education
SAPP-SAPP  App- Personnel and Procurement
SCHF  Higher Education
SCOA  Assignments  (Chair)
SESE  Education
SEXG  Executive
SEXG-SEGO  Executive- Government Operations  (Sub-Chair)
SEXG-SEOC  Executive- Cannabis
SEXG-SESI  Executive- Special Issues  (Sub-Vice-Chair)
SLAB  Labor
SRED-SRWW  Redistricting- Chi. West and W Cook  (Sub-Chair)

Senator Meg Loughran Cappel  (D)
SAPP-SAED  App-Education
SAPP-SAEM  App-Emergency Management  (Sub-Vice-Chair)
SBMH  Behavioral and Mental Health
SCOM  Commerce
SESE  Education  (Vice-Chair)
SGOA  State Government
SLAB  Labor
SRED-SDKW  Redistricting- Kankakee & Will  (Sub-Vice-Chair)
Senator Robert F. Martwick (D)
   SAPP-SAJU  App-Judiciary
   SAPP-SAPP  App- Personnel and Procurement (Sub-Vice-Chair)
   SCCL       Criminal Law
   SCCL-SCJC  Criminal Law- Juvenile Court
   SCCL-SCPS  Problem- Solving Courts
   SESE       Education
   SJUD       Judiciary
   SJUD-SJPL  Judiciary- Property Law (Sub-Vice-Chair)
   SJUD-SJTO  Judiciary- Torts (Sub-Vice-Chair)
   SNVR       Environment and Conservation
   SPEN       Pensions (Chair)
   SRED-SRNW  Redistricting- Chicago Northwest (Sub-Vice-Chair)
   SREV       Revenue

Senator Steve McClure  (R)
   SAGR       Agriculture
   SAPP-SACJ  App- Criminal Justice (Sub-Minority Spokesperson)
   SAPP-SAHA  App-Health
   SCCL       Criminal Law (Minority Spokesperson)
   SCCL-SCJC  Criminal Law- Juvenile Court
   SCCL-SCPS  Problem- Solving Courts
   SENE       Energy and Public Utilities
   SEXA       Executive Appointments
   SLEGV      Local Government
   SRED       Redistricting
   SRED-SRCS  Redistricting- Chicago South
   SRED-SRSW  Redistricting- Southwestern IL
   SRED-SRNC  Redistricting- Northwest Cook (Sub-Minority Spokesperson)
   SRED-SRNW  Redistricting- Chicago Northwest (Sub-Minority Spokesperson)
   SRED-SRWW  Redistricting- Chi. West and W Cook (Sub-Minority Spokesperson)

Senator Dan McConchie  (R)
   SSEXQ      Executive
   SRED       Redistricting
   SRED-SRCN  Redistricting- Chicago North (Sub-Minority Spokesperson)
   SRED-SRSLM Redistricting- Lake & McHenry (Sub-Minority Spokesperson)
   SRED-SRNCE Redistricting- Northwest Cook (Sub-Minority Spokesperson)
   SRED-SRNW  Redistricting- Chicago Northwest (Sub-Minority Spokesperson)
   SRED-SRWW  Redistricting- Chi. West and W Cook (Sub-Minority Spokesperson)

Senator Julie A. Morrison  (D)
   SAPP       Appropriations
   SAPP-SAHA  App-Health (Sub-Chair)
   SAPP-SASL  App- State Law Enforcement
   SETH       Ethics
   SFIC       Financial Institutions
   SHEA       Health (Chair)
   SHEA-SHISI Subcommittee on Special Issues (H) (Sub-Chair)
   SNVR       Environment and Conservation
   SRED-SRSLM Redistricting- Lake & McHenry (Sub-Chair)
Senator Antonio Muñoz (D)
SAPP  Appropriations
SAPP-SASL  App- State Law Enforcement  (Sub-Chair)
SCOA  Assignments
SENE  Energy and Public Utilities
SEXC  Executive
SEXC-SELI  Executive- Liquor  (Sub-Chair)
SEXC-SFIR  Executive- Firearms  (Sub-Vice-Chair)
SEXC-STOB  Executive- Tobacco  (Sub-Vice-Chair)
SINS  Insurance  (Vice-Chair)
SRED-SRCS  Redistricting- Chicago South
SVET  Veterans Affairs

Senator Laura M. Murphy (D)
SAPP  Appropriations
SAPP-SACO  App-Constitutional Offices  (Sub-Chair)
SCHE  Higher Education
SCOA  Assignments
SCOM  Commerce
SEXA  Executive Appointments  (Chair)
SEXC  Executive
SEXC-SEGO  Executive- Government Operations  (Sub-Vice-Chair)
SEXC-SEOE  Executive- Elections  (Sub-Chair)
SFIC  Financial Institutions
SLAB  Labor
SLGV  Local Government  (Vice-Chair)
SNVR  Environment and Conservation
SRED  Redistricting
SRED-SRNC  Redistricting- Northwest Cook

Senator Cristina H. Pacione-Zayas (D)
SAPP-SAED  App-Education  (Sub-Vice-Chair)
SCHE  Higher Education  (Vice-Chair)
SESE  Education
SHEA  Health
SHEA-SHCF  Subcommittee on Children & Family
SHEA-SHPH  Subcommittee on Public Health
SHUM  Human Rights
SRED-SRNC  Redistricting- Chicago Northwest (Sub-Vice-Chair)
SREV  Revenue
Senator Robert Peters  (D)
SAPP-SACJ  App- Criminal Justice
SAPP-SAEM  App-Emergency Management  (Sub-Chair)
SCCL  Criminal Law
SCCL-SCSE  Sealing and Expungement
SHEA  Health
SHEA-SHCF  Subcommittee on Children & Family  (Sub-Chair)
SHEA-SHLT  Sub. on Long-Term Care & Aging
SHUM  Human Rights
SLAB  Labor
SNVR  Environment and Conservation
SPUB  Public Safety  (Chair)
SRED-SRCS  Redistricting- Chicago South  (Sub-Chair)
SREV  Revenue

Senator Jason Plummer  (R)
SBMH  Behavioral and Mental Health
SCOM  Commerce
SEXA  Executive Appointments  (Minority Spokesperson)
SFIC  Financial Institutions  (Minority Spokesperson)
SHEA  Health
SHEA-SHCF  Subcommittee on Children & Family
SHEA-SMCO  Sub. on Managed Care Organizations
SLAB  Labor
SNVR  Environment and Conservation
SRED  Redistricting
SRED-SRSC  Redistricting- South Cook County
SRED-SRSI  Redistricting- Southern Illinois  (Sub-Minority Spokesperson)
SRED-SRSW  Redistricting- Southwestern IL  (Sub-Minority Spokesperson)

Senator Sue Rezin  (R)
SENE  Energy and Public Utilities  (Minority Spokesperson)
SESE  Education  (Minority Spokesperson)
SEXC  Executive
SEXC-SECO  Executive-Consolidation
SEXC-SEGO  Executive- Government Operations
SHEA  Health
SHEA-SHPH  Subcommittee on Public Health
SHEA-SHSI  Subcommittee on Special Issues (H)
SHUM  Human Rights  (Minority Spokesperson)
SINS  Insurance
SRED-SDKK  Redistricting- Kane & Kendall
SRED-SDKW  Redistricting- Kankakee & Will  (Sub-Minority Spokesperson)
### Senator Chapin Rose (R)

- **SAPP** Appropriations (Minority Spokesperson)
- **SAPP-SAED** App-Education (Sub-Minority Spokesperson)
- **SAPP-SAHE** App-Higher Education (Sub-Minority Spokesperson)
- **SAPP-SAJU** App-Judiciary
- **SAPP-SBRL** App-Business Regulations and Labor
- **SCHIE** Higher Education
- **SINS** Insurance
- **SLAB** Labor (Minority Spokesperson)
- **SLIC** Licensed Activities
- **SLIC-SLSI** Licensed Activities- Special Issues
- **SRED-SRSE** Redistricting- E Central & SE IL
- **STRN** Transportation

### Senator Mike Simmons (D)

- **SAPP-SAHA** App-Health
- **SBMH** Behavioral and Mental Health
- **SHAA** Healthcare Access and Availability (Vice-Chair)
- **SRED-SRCN** Redistricting- Chicago North (Sub-Vice-Chair)
- **STOU** Tourism and Hospitality
- **STRN** Transportation

### Senator Elgie R. Sims, Jr. (D)

- **SAPP** Appropriations (Chair)
- **SCCL** Criminal Law (Vice-Chair)
- **SCCL-SCCC** Criminal Law- Clear Compliance (Sub-Chair)
- **SCCL-SCSI** Criminal Law- Special Issues (Sub-Co-Chair)
- **SETH** Ethics
- **SJUD** Judiciary
- **SJUD-SJPR** Judiciary- Privacy (Sub-Vice-Chair)
- **SJUD-SJTO** Judiciary- Torts (Sub-Chair)
- **SPUB** Public Safety
- **SRED** Redistricting (Vice-Chair)
- **SRED-SDKW** Redistricting- Kankakee & Will
- **SRED-SRSC** Redistricting- South Cook County
- **SREV** Revenue

### Senator Steve Stadelman (D)

- **SAPP-SAEM** App-Emergency Management
- **SAPP-SAGS** App-General Services (Sub-Vice-Chair)
- **SCHIE** Higher Education
- **SCOM** Commerce
- **SLGV** Local Government (Chair)
- **SRED-SRNII** Redistricting- Northern Illinois (Sub-Chair)
- **SREV** Revenue (Vice-Chair)
- **SREV-SRCD** Credits, Deductions, and Exemptions
- **SREV-SRSI** Revenue- Special Issues (Sub-Chair)
- **STOU** Tourism and Hospitality
- **STRN** Transportation
Senator Brian W. Stewart  (R)
SAGR  Agriculture
SAPP  Appropriations
SAPP-SACO  App-Constitutional Offices  (Sub-Minority Spokesperson)
SAPP-SAGS  App-General Services  (Sub-Minority Spokesperson)
SAPP-SAHS  App-Human Services
SAPP-SAJU  App-Judiciary  (Sub-Minority Spokesperson)
SEN E  Energy and Public Utilities
SFIC  Financial Institutions
SHAA  Healthcare Access and Availability
SJUD  Judiciary
SJUD-SJTO  Judiciary- Torts
SPEN  Pensions  (Minority Spokesperson)
SRED-SRNI  Redistricting- Northern Illinois
SVET  Veterans Affairs

Senator Win Stoller  (R)
SAPP-SAEM  App-Emergency Management
SAPP-Saha  App-Health
SAPP-SARF  App- Revenue and Finance
SAPP-SASL  App- State Law Enforcement  (Sub-Minority Spokesperson)
SCHE  Higher Education
SGOA  State Government  (Minority Spokesperson)
SINS  Insurance
SNVR  Environment and Conservation
SPEN  Pensions
SPUB  Public Safety
SRED-SRNI  Redistricting- Northern Illinois
STRN  Transportation

Senator Dave Syverson  (R)
SBMH  Behavioral and Mental Health
SEXC  Executive
SEXC-SESG  Executive- Gaming
SEXC-STOB  Executive- Tobacco
SHAA  Healthcare Access and Availability  (Minority Spokesperson)
SHEA  Health  (Minority Spokesperson)
SHEA-SHLT  Sub. on Long-Term Care & Aging
SHEA-SHMD  Subcommittee on Medicaid
SHEA-SMCO  Sub. on Managed Care Organizations
SINS  Insurance  (Minority Spokesperson)
SRED-SRNI  Redistricting- Northern Illinois  (Sub-Minority Spokesperson)
STOU  Tourism and Hospitality
Senator Jil Tracy (R)
SAGR  Agriculture
SCCL  Criminal Law
SCCL-SCSE  Sealing and Expungement
SCCL-SCSI  Criminal Law- Special Issues
SESE  Education
SETH  Ethics
SEXC  Executive
SEXC-SELI  Executive- Liquor
SEXC-SFIR  Executive- Firearms
SJUD  Judiciary (Minority Spokesperson)
SJUD-SJPL  Judiciary- Property Law
SNVR  Environment and Conservation (Minority Spokesperson)
SRED-SRWC  Redistricting- West Central IL
SREV  Revenue

Senator Doris Turner (D)
SAGR  Agriculture
SAPP-SAHA  App-Health
SGOA  State Government
SRED-SRSE  Redistricting- E Central & SE IL (Sub-Vice-Chair)
SRED-SRSW  Redistricting- Southwestern IL (Sub-Vice-Chair)
SRED-SRWC  Redistricting- West Central IL (Sub-Vice-Chair)
STOU  Tourism and Hospitality
SVET  Veterans Affairs (Vice-Chair)

Senator Sally J. Turner (R)
SAPP-SACJ  App- Criminal Justice
SAPP-SAED  App-Education
SAPP-SAHA  App-Health
SAPP-SASL  App- State Law Enforcement
SCHE  Higher Education
SETH  Ethics
SGOA  State Government
SHAA  Healthcare Access and Availability (Chair)
SPUB  Public Safety
SRED-SRWC  Redistricting- West Central IL
SREV  Revenue
SREV-SRCD  Credits, Deductions, and Exemptions
STOU  Tourism and Hospitality (Minority Spokesperson)

Senator Patricia Van Pelt (D)
SAGR  Agriculture
SAPP-SAHA  App-Health (Sub-Vice-Chair)
SAPP-SASL  App- State Law Enforcement
SCCL  Criminal Law
SENE  Energy and Public Utilities
SGOA  State Government
SHAA  Healthcare Access and Availability (Chair)
SRED-SRWW  Redistricting- Chi. West and W Cook (Sub-Vice-Chair)
Senator Karina Villa (D)
SAGR  Agriculture
SAPP-SAHA  App-Health (Sub-Vice-Chair)
SBMH  Behavioral and Mental Health (Vice-Chair)
SESE  Education
SHEA  Health
SHEA-SHLT  Sub. on Long-Term Care & Aging
SPEN  Pensions
SRED-SDKK  Redistricting- Kane & Kendall (Sub-Vice-Chair)
SRED-SRDC  Redistricting- DuPage County
SRED-SRNI  Redistricting- Northern Illinois

Senator Celina Villanueva (D)
SAPP-SAHE  App-Higher Education (Sub-Vice-Chair)
SAPP-SAHS  App-Human Services
SCHE  Higher Education
SHUM  Human Rights (Chair)
SLAB  Labor (Vice-Chair)
SLAB-SLSI  Labor- Special Issues (Sub-Chair)
SPUB  Public Safety
SRED-SRCS  Redistricting- Chicago South (Sub-Vice-Chair)
STRN  Transportation

Senator Ram Villivalam (D)
SAPP-SAGI  App-Government Infrastructure (Sub-Chair)
SAPP-SAHS  App-Human Services
SENE  Energy and Public Utilities
SHAA  Healthcare Access and Availability
SHUM  Human Rights (Vice-Chair)
SLIC  Licensed Activities
SPEN  Pensions
SRED-SRNW  Redistricting- Chicago Northwest (Sub-Chair)
STRN  Transportation (Chair)

Senator Craig Wilcox (R)
SAPP  Appropriations
SAPP-SAAE  App- Agriculture, Envir. & Energy (Sub-Minority Spokesperson)
SAPP-SAGI  App-Government Infrastructure
SAPP-SAVA  App- Veterans Affairs (Sub-Minority Spokesperson)
SAPP-SBRL  App- Business Regulations and Labor (Sub-Minority Spokesperson)
SENE  Energy and Public Utilities
SFIC  Financial Institutions
SGOA  State Government
SHUM  Human Rights
SLAB  Labor
SLGV  Local Government (Minority Spokesperson)
SRED-SRLM  Redistricting- Lake & McHenry
SRED-SRNW  Redistricting- Chicago Northwest
STRN  Transportation
SVET  Veterans Affairs (Minority Spokesperson)